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ON A METHOD OF HELPING COLLEAGUES ABROAD: “THE AMERICAN REFUSENIK’
In December, we reported on the individwd situa- must be flexible, because the different offenses against

tions of some Soviet scientists in Moscow. In scientific freedom are themselves numerous and quite
January, we discussed both the general situation and different. And it means that the method must focus
the general obligation of American scientists to assist on resolvable problems, issues which do not require
their colleagues abroad. But what is it that, in fact, leopards to change their spots.
American scientists can do? FAS has an obligation Fourth, the method must be largely decentralized
to try to answer this question in this last, for the time, so that the community at large need not work within
report on this issue. or through any particular organization, or organiza-

A review of the history of the problem reveafs tions, with all that would imply for tapping the
that, for the most part, scientific institutions have left energy of only a restricted group.
the problem of protest to individuals. But the indi- Flftb, the method should appIy to all scientists —
viduals themselves have not, by and large, hit upon not just the Jewish refuseniks, and not just the em-
any plausible method. JMore activity, and more crea- hattled Soviet scientists in general, but all scientists
tivity, seems called for by both indh’iduals and in- abroad suffering any problem that is unfairly inter-
stitutions. But, in particular, a useful method by fering with their pursuit of science.
which individuals could be effective would take some Tbe solution we propose does have these charac-
of the burden off of scientific institutions who couid teristics. We propose that American scientists make
continue to function in support of unalloyed openness it a practice, from time to time, to adopt colleagues
in their way. abroad who need and deserve help in protecting their

We begin by asking what conditions a successful careers a~ainst improper governmental action. The
method should have. In the first place, such a method American scientist would then advise tbe government
should be promulgated in the context of a general in question that he intends, as an individual, to refuse
desire to increase scientific exchange, to improve co- to patiicipate in one or more particular kinds of
operation between nations, to advance the cause of scientific exchange or cooperation until the specified
peace, and so on. scientific injustice is rectified.

Second, tbe method used must be such that it does Thus an American scientist might quietly advise a
not exhaust the enthusiasm of the American scientific foreign government — or just publicly announce —
community for persisting in the face of a problem that he was refusing 1) to open his laboratory to
that is itself certain to be continuing. foreign visitors from a specific stat% or 2) to attend

Third, the method shmdd be such that the punish- —Continued on page 2
ment fits the crime. This means that the method —A pproved by The PAS National Council

FAS WILL DO WHAT IT CAN BUT OTHEFUS MUST HELP
We have come to understand, with surprise and over nations at issue. What we want, in this tinal report, is to. . . .

a perioa 01 time, that totaJ strangers who live in distant start individuals and organizations think]ng along Creative
countries, in situations and cultures alien to onek own, lines: to solicit suggestions from our members; to en-
can also heJp. courage all scientists to participate as individuals and

—Founders of a Soviet Human Ri~hts Organization thmueh their organizations in this effort: and to urovide.

Scientists and intellectuals like to speak, but they do
readers with information about the international organiza-

nothing ccmcret.+ they make appeals’to tbe Soviet author-
tions available to which one could complain, (WFSW,

ities, but later say that the protests and appeals were not
ICSU, and UNESCO).

serious.
As indicated on page 8, the FAS Council has approved

—KGB General 10 Corresponding Member
the proposal that FAS extend its work in helping foreign

Benjamin Levich
colleagues. We will undertake, about once a year, to
look into the nlieht of forcien colleagues in different areas.

To what extent can intellectuals help and how’? This But we hope ~h~t America; scientis~s and institutions will
is the ultimate question for American scientists, virtually not adopt a “leave it to FAS” posture. FAS has many
all of whom share a consensus on the desirability of help- issues of concern and is extremely limited in staff time.
ing colleagues abroad enjoy the scientific and human The scope of our work in this area will be directly pro-
freedoms which we know here.

It is evident that many different methods wiil be neces.
portional to the moral and financial expressions of in-
terest in it by our members and will, in any case, be far

sary for any one nation much less for the many different more limited than the task requires. ❑

DNA RECOMBINANT — Page 7
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Continued from page 1

an international conference or 3) to travel to a
specific state; or 4) to participate in an exchange
program, until such time as his adopted counterpart
in that state was permitted a) to attend a specific
“foreign conference or b) to hold a job befitting hk
quafificationv or c) to be released from a prisory or
whatever. The American scientist could himself cfe-
cide what punishment suited what crime. But what-
ever he decided would be not just an empty threat
since he was prepared to carry it out. And it would
not be an effort to sabotage scientific exchange. In-
stead, it would be a we!l-detined inducement to a
foreign government to permit a specific foreign scien-
tific effort by threatening — until that scientific
activity or cooperation was permitted — to withhold
his own cooperation.

There are few states indeed that do not want tbe
cooperation of American scientists. Most woadd
worry, to some degree at least, about the low level
probabdity that, when some exchange became indi-
cated, some of the scientists inwlved might be unwill-
ing to cooperate. And since M scientists will not be
up-in-arms with regard to any particular country at
any particular time, scientific exchange with all cotm-
trics can go forward under this system. Further,
nations are provided with the means to reduce the
level by which cooperation has been impaired by
satisfying tbe precise and limited complaints of the
aroused American scientists.

Is The Method Suitable?
Does this method fit onr conditions? The American

scientist does threaten to withdraw scientific coopera-
tion (his) — but he only does so in an effort to in-
crease scientific production and cooperation (his
colleagues’).

The method does not exhaust tbe enthusiasm of our
community because it focuses on indlviduak doing
whatever their conscience impells, and doing so only
for such periods as they wish.

‘f ’he method will fit the crime as precisely as the
individual American scientist can make it do so, and
thus taps the ingenuity of individual American
scentists.

The method is largely decentralized and the
American scientist needs not act through any specific
organization, or e~en learn about tbe case from them.

Fimd[y, the method does apply to aI1 scientists
everywhere, not only Soviet scientists or Soviet re-
fuseniks. It is true, and we recognize, that the effec-
tiveness of this method for achieving any specific
goal will vary when confronted with nations of
different personalities and with different objective
needs for American science. To this extent the
method is necessarily somewhat tentative and ex-
perimental and individual scientists will be “playing
h by ear” at the outset.

We also recognize that certain kinds of very funda-
mental cooperation probably should not be abridged
— the sending of reprints, for example, or published
material. But other kinds of cooperation might very
cIearly be abridged: such as the cooperation with
politically chosen delegations of irrelevant scientists

who sometimes replace tbe desired invitees to an in-
ternational conference.

Above ail, we think that our method shmdd be
combined with !Jigorous efforts to expand organized
scientific exchange, to support international con-
ferences, to seek all feasible ways to spread scientific
knowledge in traditional ways. This complements —
and even underlies — tbe success of tbe method.

But what should tie method be called? Observing
the fashion in which FAS’S attention has been drawn
to thk problem, and noting that the American scien-
tist would be “refusing” certain cooperation in an
effort to secure other cooperation, we think it ap-

propriate to dub tbe participating American scientists
of consciencti “The American Refuwmiks”. ~

Ch.i, man:PHILIPMORRISON
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Vice Ch.imum: JEROMED. FRANK

SW@W: HERBERTSCOVILLE,JR.
Treasurer: HERBERTF. YORK

D;?ecfon JEREMYJ. STONE
The Federation of American Scientists is a unique, non-

profit, UVLCorganization, licensed to lobby in the public
interest, and composed of 7,000 natural and social s.icntists
and engineers who are concerned with problems of science
md society. Democratically organized with an elected
National Council of 26 members, FAS was first organized
in 1946 as the Fedcratio” of Atomic Scientists and bas
functioned as a conscience of the scientific community for
more thzm a qvartcr century.
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*Carl F. Cori ( Bmxhemstry ) . Swcm Odm.a (Biochemistry)
Paul B. Comely (Medicine) Chwks E. Oswod (PwcholOW)
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WORLD FEDERATION OF SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS (WFSW) HAS ADOPTED

ALL THE RIGHT PRINCIPLES
In April, 1969, the World Federation of Scientific

Workel-s adopted a Declaration on the Rights of Scientific

Workers which included:

3.2 Right to Employment
%cienthic Workers should have the right to work in
accordance with their scientific capabilities and Gov-
ernment should endeavor to ensure this right. ”

This would certainly seem to apply to the Jewish re-
fuseniks. The work should be “commensurate with his
qualifications and knowledge .“ And “the circumstances
under which a scientific worker may be dismissed should
be defined by law.”

With regard to the right to communicate, in its basic
Charter for Scientist Workers, WFSW’S observes:

‘< the scientific worker to be fully cffcctive~ must
be enabled to communicate with and visit hls col-
leagues throughout the world without hindrance.”

It calls for:

(5.36) “Freedom to discuss work freely with ,o~her
scientists and to join and participate in the actmties
of scientific societies at home and abroad without
restriction or prohibitive expenditure. ”

With regard to the public defender scientists like
Tverdokhlebov, Kovalev and Turchin, the WFSW Con-
stitution observes that WFSW bas as m objective: (b) To
encourage scientific workers to take an active part in
public affairs .“

WorId Federation Not Well Known Here
The World Federation is not well known in America

partly because, in 1946. FAS declined to become its
American affiliate, a decision that was confirmed, at lczzst
for the moment, in 1973. It claims an American zdlliatc
called the American Association of Scientific Workers but
this affiliate, with no dues for members, only claims 250
persons on a kind of list of one-time interested p~rties. ”

The World Federation is a federation of groups of
scientists in a good many countries, especially in Eastern
Europe and in the Soviet Union. One of its Soviet affiliates
has seven and one half million members. The President of
the Wodd Federation, DI-. E. H. S. Burhop, is an urbane
man dedicated to maintaining scientific communication
and holding the World Federation together.

Soviet scientists often appeal injustices to the World
Federation but there are sharp limits upon what WFSW
can do with them. The journal. “Scientific World”, is
published in English, French, German and Russian and
does not carry material that would give offense to World
Federation affiliates. And the WFSW has made it a
practice not to make public smtcmcnts concerning the
affairs of any particular country, in which it has an
affiliated organization, without the approval of that or-
ganization. Complaints by scientists or affdiatcd orgzmiza-
tions about injustices inside the Soviet Union would be

‘~Affiliated organizations me said to exist in: Alb~nk, Bulgaria.
Chile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia. Finland, France, Germany (East
and West), Hungary, India, Japan, North Korea, Malagasy Re-
public, Mongolia, Netherlands, Poland? Romania, Egypt, United
Kingdom, Vietnam (North), Yugoslavia. it also claims People,s
Republic of China but, during the FAS visit to Peking in 1972,
we learned that this membership was exccedinzly dormant. The
affiliates m“ge from fourteen trade “nicms, to professional asso.
cmt,om, to orga”, zaticms devoted to popula.izaticm of science.

referred to the Sovct ~ffiliate for comment; if the com-
plainants pressed for action, the Executive Committee
could in theory act. Normally however, the World
Federation tries to act by consmsus and, while its Con-
stitution does not provide vctos, it would be very slow
to act formally over the objections of the %vict affiliates.

The address of the World Federation of Scientific
Workcl-s is: Professor E. H. S. Burhop, President, WFSW,
40 Goodgc Street, London WIP, IFH, England. D

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS (ICSU)

ICSU is m international non-governmental scientific
organimtion composed of 17 international scientific unions
,(c.g. [nt.rnatiomd Astronomical Union), 64 National
Members (e.g. U.S. National Academy of Sciences) and
some other associates.

The fundamental principal of ICSU is to preclude dis-
crimination among scientists in international activities.
The relevmt amendment is:

“5 the Council shall observe the basic policy of
non-discrimination and affirm the rights of scientists
throughout the world to adhere to or to associate
with international scientific activity without regard
to race, religion, political philosophy, ethnic orgin.
citizenship, language or sex. The Council shall
recognize and respect the independence of the in-
ternal scientific planning of its National Members.”
in short, ICSU follows the proper principal in inter-

nztiond matters but, as the last sentence of the quotation
makes clear, feels bound to avoid intervention in, internal
discrimination. For example, the Russians can discrimi-
nate. evidently, against Russians with regad to con-
ferences scheduled inside the Soviet Union.

In order to protect against international discrimination,
ICSU mzintains a Committee on FI-CC Circulation of
%ientists whose Chairmau is now maintaining a record
of cases invclving problems of free circulation to which
[CSU bodies may refer. (lCSU could be encouraged to
nmke this material public.) The present Chairman is Pro-
fessor T. Caspcrsson, Institute for Medical Cell Research,
K:uolinska Institute, S- 104 0 I Stockholm 60, Sweden.

At its 15th General Assembly, ICSU adopted a resolu-
tion recommendin~ that ICSU bodies get an assurance in
writing from conference organizers that “visas will be
grunted to bonafidc scientists if p]-opei- applications arc
nuadc’>. The resolution commcndcd to other unions u
rule that bad recently been adopted by onc of them —
[ntcnmtional Union of P“rc and Applied Chemistry,
(f UPAC). This rule asked that :\pplications for visas bc
made three !months before the date of the symposium and
that, if they urc neither g]-anted nor promised in writing
one month before the date of the event, sponsorship should
be withdrawn by the international sponsoring body and
future arrangements for meetings in that country
suspended.

Because ICSU’S mandate does not encompass internal
political questions. at its 14th mnual meeting it resolved
reluctantly that the question of scientific migration was
outside its mandate but still “o serious challenge to the
world scientific community”. It resolved to discuss this
at the next meeting.

In 1966, :111ICSU resolution cautioned its bodies that
scientific meetings were not to be disturbed by “political
statements or by any activities of a political nature”. D
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NAS: SHOULD IT’S REPRESENTATIONS
BE PRIVATE ONLY?

A number of members have asked whether the National
Academy of Sciences’ effectiveness in helping foreign
colleagues might be improved without serious danger to
its other goals. While Academy officials must make such
determinations, the case that this is possible reads some-
thing like this.

It is not personal opinion m speculation bm cmly mm.
mon sense that suggests NAS private representations
would be more effective if combined, from time to time,
with public representations. Otherwise, private representa-
tions have little force and simply constitute a warning by
NAS that pressures originating elsewhere are rising. In a
sense, a policy of private representations limits NAS to
the role of a private broker between the Soviets and the
pressures of others when the NAS itself is potentially tbe
main source of pressure.

Need an NAS poIicy of mixing public and private
representations do serious damage to the NAS goal of
expanding exchange? Soviet interest in Western tech-
nology is centuries old and will not change in the absence
of changes so dramatic as to dwarf NAF policy. The
NAS representations need not divulge private condcnccs,
hence the slogan “one cannot have it both ways” is
questionable.

There is no real evidence that the Administration
controls NAS policy in this regmd; State Department
officials deny it and Foreign Secretary George Hammond
observes “Our policies are our own”. There is nothing
concrete that the Department of SMtc could do in any
case. And the Department of SVatc engages itself in public
representations when it wants — as it did recently with
regard to Chile and South Africa.

What Role Pluralism
Can NAS rely upon “Pluralism” to justify a policy of

private representations only? Unfortunately, Amnesty In-
ternational works only with scientists in prison — not
with scientists denied the right to work as scientists, the
usual case for our community. And FAS has neither the
official standing, the official status, or the operational staff
to carry on this work for the entire community.

The 1973 NAS sv~temcnt cm Sakharov — splendidly
drafted when read in retrospect — reveals that public

THE EXISTING STATE OF PLAY
f<Were Sakharov to be deprived of his oppOrtIInitY

to serve the Soviet people and humanity, it would be
extremely difficult to imagine fulfilhnent of American
pledges of binational scientific cooperation, the im-
plementation of which is entirely dependent on our
voluntary effort and good will of our individual scien-
tists and scicmtific institution~~~.

—DI’. Philip Handler,
President of the NA S to Msfislav Keldysh

“We stand for an extensive development of scien.
tific cooperation provided that the traditions and way
of life of every country are mutually respected and
observed.”

—Mstislav Keldysh, then President of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences to Philip Handler,

President of the NAS

representations are not inconsistent with Academy policy.
(It began simply: “1 have been asked to report to you both
privately imd publicly the concern of the Council of the
National Academy of Sciences .“) All cxpcricnccd ob-
se!-vers agree that it had a studing and useful effect in
defending the scientific life of a single eminent individual.
Why not such a statement in defeme of the scientific lives
of the three hundred qr so scientist rcfuseniks caught in
a scientific limbo?

What seems required is a degree of political acumun.
There arc, for example. a large number of ways to draw
attention to the plight of our scientific colleagues abroad.
NAS could send a representative to Moscow charged to
report to tbc NAS membership. It could offer to serve

—Continued on page 5

SECURITY REQUIRES
IDEOLOGICAL DETENTE

~qt~a~ particularity gratifying for me tO nOte the

Committee’s citation, which emphasizes the defense
of human rights as the only sure basis for genuine
and lasting international cooperation. I consider that
this idea is very importanq I am convinced that in-
ternational confidence, mutual understanding, dis-
armament, and international security are inconceiva-
ble without an open society with freedom of informa-
tion, freedom of conscience, tbe right topublish, and
the right to traveI and choose the country in which
one wishes to live. I am likewise convinced that
freedom of conscience, together with the other civic
rights, pro}ides the basis for scientific progress and
constitutes a guarantee that scientific advance wiII
not be used to despoil mankind, providing the basis
for economic and social progress, which in turn is a
political guarantee for the possibility of an effective
defemeof social rights . . .

~~The SucCeSS of detente can only be asswxf if

from the very outset it goes hand in hand with con.
tinual observation of openness on the part of all
countries, an aroused sense of public opinion, free
exchange of information, absolute respect in all
countries for civic and politicaf rights. In shorti in
addition to detente in the material sphere, with dis-
armament and trade, detente should take place in the
intellectual and ideological sphere.” D

—A ndrei Sakharov: Nobel Peace Prize Lecture,
1975 December 11.

Copyright the Nobel Foundatio?l, Stockholm.

NAS PHYSICISTS
SUPPORT TVERDOKHLEBOV

During the month of January, and FAS petition in
defense of physicist (and former Moscow Amnesty Chair-
man ) Andrei Tverdokblebov soonsored bv Ham A. Bethe
and ‘Owen Chamberlain captu~ed the su~port of 62 phy-
sicist-members of the National Academy of Sciences —
5070 of the total NAS physicist membership — and was
relayed to the Soviet Ambassador.

The date for [bc ‘Tverdokhlebov trial appears now to
have been set for March 15. Tverdokhlebov and the
recently imprisoned Sergei Kovalev arc among the closest
associates of Andrei Sakharov in the %vict human rights
movement. ~]
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NAS MEMBERS SUPPORT
FOUR SCIENTIFIC FREEDOMS

In the fail of 1972, 489 NAS scientists, more than
half of the then 950 members, endorsed a letter to the
President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, wh]ch
said in part

“. . . scientists must be free tw
1. pursue scientific investigations,
2. publish the results of their investigations,
3. travel to scientific congresses,
4. emigrate from their ~o””try of ~e~idence when

the above rights are encumbered.

We, the undersigned individual, members of the
United States NationaI Academy of Sciences, uphold

these rights of all scientists. We are deeply con.
cerned that a number of Soviet scientists are currently
being denied these rights and their freedom as
scientists . . .>>~

FAS APPEALED ON BEHALF OF PLYUSHCH
OnNovcmber 28, 1975, FAS wrote the wife of mathe-

matician Leonid Plyushch, then interned in a psychiatric
prison hospital in Dnepropetrovsk, that FAS was deeply
disturbed over his treatment. We noted that a report on
his situation would be sent to o“r 7,000 ~cie”ti~t~ and,
subsequently, “to every American mathematician by mail”.

Plyushch had been interned since 1972 and, during the
three intervening years, very substantial public outcry
had occured on a world wide basis. His was the most
celebrated case of psychiatric internment of its period.
An international committee of mathematicians had pro-
tested upon his behalf :md even the French Communist
Party had protested as well. The failure of these protests
to have any effect had perswaded some of the protcstors
that the KGB wanted to make an example of Plyushch to
show that international protest would not be successful.

It was, therefore. with some surprise that FAS observed
rumors two weeks Iatcr i“ mid-December that Plyushch
might be released. With the immcdiiwe cooperation of
the American Mathematical Society, (AMS), FAS was
able to inform the Soviet Ambassador, i“ a polite note of
December 18, that the proposed mailing would not bc
sent if wc could receive some assumnce that Plyusbch
would be released. A copy of the proposed FAS letter to
AMS members was attached.

On December 26, Mrs. Plyushch was advised that she
could hand in an ~pplication for an exit visa, and on
January 4 Soviet authorities said he would be released
which did, in fact, occur on January 8. On tbc same day
it was announced in Moscow that Plyushch would be re-
leased, the President of the Soviet Amdemy of Science
sent a kind telegram to FAS Chairman Philip Morrison
thanking FAS for its congratulation on his becoming
President.

One FAS observers considers it conceivable that the
Soviet authorities, while prepared to continue cndurin~
European-based complaints, wer-e not prepared, during the
U.S. debate over detente, to permit the Pluyshch case
to become an issue among American scientists. In this
event, the FAS intervention may have been the last
straw in his case. Of course, the timing may have been
coincidental. ❑

UNESCO GUIDELINES:
STATUS OF THE SCIENTIFIC WORKER

Training
11A Member States should ensure that aIl citizens

enjoy equal opportunities for the initial educa-
tion and training needed to qualify for scien-
tific research work, as welI as ensuring that all
citizens who succeed in so qualifying enjoy
equal access to available employment in scien-
tific researcfi

To Work and To Work Freely
14. Member States should seek to encourage con-

ditions in which scirmtific researchers, ~iti
the support of tbe public authorities, have the
responsibility and the righti
(a) to work in a spirit of intellectual freedom
to pursue, expound and defend the scientific
truth as they see i~
(b) to express themselves freely on the human,
social or ecological value of certain projects
and in the last resort withdraw frnm those
projects if their conscience so dictates;
(c) to contribute postively and constructively
to the fabric of science, culture and education
in their own country, . . . and the furtherance
of the international ideals and objectives of the
LTnited Nationy

Keeping Up To Date
22a. Member States should seek to encourage that

(a) like other categories of workers facing
similar problems, scientific researchers enjoy
opportunities for keeping themselves “p to
date in their own and in related subjects, by
attendance at conferences, by free access to
libraries and other sources of information . . .

Travel
26. Member States . . . should take all measures

necessary to ensure that scientific researchers
are enabled, throughout their careers, to par-
ticipate in international scientific and fe~h.
nological gatherings and to travel abroad.

34a. Member States should seek to ensure that
scientific researchers may:
(a) receive without hindrance the questions,
criticisms and suggestions addressed to them
by their colleagues throughout the world . . .

—<’Recommendation on the Status of Scientific
Researchers”, Adopted by the General Conference,

UNESCO, November 20, 1974 The Director of
the UNk”SCO Science Policy Division is Y. de
Hemplinne, UNESCO, 7Placede Fontenoy,

Paris 7S700, France,

. .
Loncmuea rmm page 4

formally as a transmission bck for the complaints of its
members or other organizations. It could report to Con-
gress on the situation and could even make an annual re-
portonthe wodd-widestweof scientific injustice. It could
poll its members cm their attitudes, asking at what point
outcry should be made. Above all, it could look upon
the efforts of groups like FAS as efforts that strengthened
its band in private representations. ❑
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IN COOPERATION WITH
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

In cooperation with Amnesty International, FAS has
adopted the cases of eight scientists in prison and is briefly
describing their situations so as to secure FAS members
who would like to write to various authorities on behalf
of their release. FAS members writing to the National
Office will be sent further backgrotmdon their plight:

ANTONYUK, Zinovy: (USSR) Master of Chemical
science, serviilg a ten year sentence for circulating
Ukranian samizdat publications.

BOLONKIN, Alexander: (USSR) Lecturer in Aviation
Technology; serving six year sentence for “anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda”.

CH’EN Chung-t’ung: (Taiwan) Specialist in Cancer
Research; arrested while visiting sick Pzther on honey-
moon and charged with subversive activities on behalf
of Taiwan Independence Movement; servin~ tcn yeal-
sentence.

G~MPU, Grigory Tcodorovich: (USSR) Researcher in
Biological Physics; serving six yvar term for “creating
an organization dedicated to fighting dictatorship”.

LADYZHENSKY, Lev Aleksandrovich: (USSR) Pro-
fessor of Mathematics and Logistics serving six year
term for “anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda”.

LINShu-ts’ung: (Taiwan), Dcmtist; serving ancight year
sentcncc for “advocating violent overthrow”.

LYUBARSKY, Kronid: (USSR), Astrophysicist; serving
five yeartermforanti-Soviet agitation and propaganda.
(This man is both very eloquent and very ill).

MASSERA, Jose Luis: (Uruguay), Eminent Mathe-
matician and Enginee~ arrested because of leading role
played in Uruguayan Communist Party and as a former
deputy in the Uruguayan Congress now banned since
the military takeover. D

SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGE & CONSCIENCE
ARE THERE QUIET U.S. GROUND RULES?

U.S. participants nwst insist that their freedom to at-
tend the Sunday seminar and meet freely witlz all Sovief
scientists is necessary to their pai’ticipation in c?flicial
exchanges.

—Letterto N.Y. Times,
Hmmon Cummins and Pete? Pershan,

July 26, 1975

Compl~ints in Moscow from dissident scientists raised
the question of whether American scientists on exchange
pm~ams were being coerced by either their own Gov-
ernment or the Soviet Government from meeting with
Soviet scientists who were in difficulties with the regime.

FASwrote to each of eleven Government agencies and
the NAS to determine what American participants were
being told in this regard; in a few cases, FAS resorted
to the Freedom of information Act and requested briefing
papers.

Here me some responses:

Department of Commerce (NOAA): “There has been
no pressure to control U.S. scientists involved with this
bilateral agreement in the past nor do wc anticipate any
such pressure in the future”.

Federal Energy Administration: “If members of U.S.

delegations have free time during their visits m the uSSR,
they are free to use that time as they wish. As the U.S.
chairman, 1 rely cm the jttdgement of our delegation mem-
bers under such circumstances”.

Environmental Protection Agency: “1 can assure you
that in brie fing our delegations to the Soviet Union noth-
ing is said to discourage them from meeting with indi-
vidual Soviet scientists as their interests and common
sense may &lctate. At the same time, in briefing our
delegations — all of which arc considered official — we
advise them II(M to inject politics into the workings of this
Agreement which is formal and intergovernmental. We
also attempt to inform them as fully as wc can of the
significance of the Agreement in U.S.-Soviet relations,
and of those local Soviet conditions, as well as Soviet
laws, regulations, and procedures, which are relevant to
their officials visits, so that our participants will not in-
advertently undertake activities inconsistent with the pur-
poses of the Agreement. As far as 1 am aware, our
participants agree wholeheartedly with this approach.
Certainly no one has complained of pressure being exerted
to compromise his or her personal conscience in this
trotter”.

National Academy of Sciences: NAS distributes a two
page “Do’s and Dtm’ts” to scientists visiting the Soviet
Union. None of these tcwch upon this issue.

Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA): “YOU can rest assured that ERDA will not
attempt to dissuade private American scientists from
engzaging in unclassified intellectual exchanges with their
counterparts in any ]m+tion”.

HEW: “While the Department of HEW has no policy
to either encourage or discourage U.S. exchange scientists
WI1Omay wish to meet with Soviet scientists of any politi-
cal 01- ethnic minority group, wc must be assured that
their primary objective in participating in the Program is
productive scientific work’.

NASA: ‘. if U.S. scientists were in the Soviet Union
at NASA expense to pursue this Government’s ctmpcra-
tive objectives, we would expect them to dedicate them-
selves to that task. This would seem to imply avoiciance
of actions which might prejudice accomplishment of their
mission. if this consideration leaves sut%cient latitude
for tbe kind of meetings discussed in your letter, they
would not become a matter of concern to us”.

Department of Transportation: “We would certainly
not discourage such contacts in principle m we feel that
they are largely a matter of personal choice and ~udgment.
Obviously, however, contacts of this type can VaIY widely
in !nature anti impact, we believe we have the obliga-
tion to inform (the scientists) fully lest they inadvertently
engage in activities inimical to the objectives of the co-
operative effort or the purpose of their visit to the Soviet
Union”.

National Science Foundation ‘$. wc have no desire
to exert pressure. However, we do feel we have an
obligation to inform American participants of relevant
Soviet laws and conditions. “rhis reduces the risk that
they might engage in activities which would uninten-
tionally adversely affect the cooperative program and
personal objectives”. ~]
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FAS REQUESTS MEMBER ADVICE
RE DNA RECOMBINANT

On the %h and 10th of February. hTIH’s Director,
Donald Fredrickson convened a beefed up NIH Ad-
visory Committee to review the guidelines proposed by
his Committee on Recombinant DNA Molecules. The
meeting was open and, in a refreshing initiative, seven.
teen public interest groups were specifically invited and
sent an informative and useful two inch packet of back-
ground material illuminati~g the proposed guidelines.

As in our case, the information probably did more to
focus the attention of tbesc groups on this problem than
to elicit testimony; only one of the sevcntccn groups pre-
pared a statement (Environmental Defense Fund). But
[50 people attended the meeting As the issue seems
certain to grow in future in the public eye. it scmns
probable that this meeting was the first of many on this
subject in which the public will be involved.

The twenty person Advisory Committee presided over
a scene which — afteronc got used to the rather youthful

aPPe.a~~nce of the m,ajor scientists — would have do”c
credit to a well-cast fdm. The chief expert witnesses, Dr.
Paul Berg of Stanford and Dr. Maxine Singer gave brief,
andon the whole lucid, lectures on the substance of DNA
recombinant problems — but these lectures were neces-
sarily either too elementary for tbe initiated or too tech-
nical for the completely uninitiated. The drafting com-
mittee was then symmetrically represented in presenta-
tions by a member of its “liberal” wing (Dr. David Hog-
ness) and its “conservative” wing (Dr. Roy Curtis 111),

Some slides showing different levels of containment (P 1,
P2, P3 and P4) indicate that PI was to be ordinary pro-
cedures, P2 was later cynically represented as PI with a
sign put up to keep out the unauthorized. P3 was a
laboratory with inward air flow and precautions of some
significance, while P4 was a Fort Detrick-like installation.

The focus of interest was, however, on biological con-
tainment — the usc of vectors and hosts for the ex-
pediments tbat would, if tbey escaped from the laboratory.
promptly die. A consensus of the Advisory Committee
had early decided that enfeeblement of the comprehen-
sively studied E. Coli would best combine the benefits of
using something WCIIunderstood with the benefits of using
something that would not survive if it escaped. But ~n-
feebling E. Coli in such a way that only one organism in
100,000,000 would survive turned out to be more difficult
than expected: Dr. Curtis had succeeded just a few weeks
before, afte; 18 months of effort, but his work was yet to
be confirmed by others.

The main attack on the guidcli”es same from a Boston
DNA Recombinant Group related somehow to Science
Forthe People (SESPA). It argucdthat the issue was not
“freedom of inqucry” b“t “freedom of manufacture”,
noting that it admired “tremendously” tbe work that had
gone into the guidelines, but wanting them tightened up.
The benefits of the research — which all admitted would
be very significant in time — would be with us forever.
Why hurry in the first few years? In particular, would it
he better to develop a comparable body of knowledge
about some substitute for E. Colitbat would permit work-
ing with a host that did not live i“ man.

Some biologists admitted privately that, in afcw years,
during a moratorium, such a preferred host might indeed
be created albeit with a sense of frustration and marking

time by the scientists. But it was generally argued that
tbc lCVCIof adwmtage might bc relatively :Jigbt; the real
safeguards in biological containment were in precise and
significant cnfecblcmcnt — the turning of the hosts into
“basket cases”.

A central contribution of the Advisory’s Com,mittcc’s
public pcrformancecamc from an impressive performance
bylawycr Pctcr Barton Hutt, former legal counsel to the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). He lcanedtcward
pressures upon the biomedical community to develop the
enfeebled strains md pointed out certain legai and sub-
stantive omissions in tbe document. But not even he or

the NIH Gcnerd Counsel had considered the possibility
(which FASobservcd to them) that the National Envirm-
mental Policy Act with its environmental impact state-
ments probably covered the cxpcrimcnts — requiring an
alrezdy designated proccdurc for balancing risks and
benefits which was not the one being used, at least at the
moment. by NIH. (1” other words, DNA recombinant
experiments would seem to be Federally funded projects
with environmental implications, requiring Government
wide circd ation of impact statements. )

The biomedical scientists want, quite mtturally, to get
started again on research that could not be technically
sweeter or more promising. Many feel, as Nobel Prize
Wintlcr David Baltimore testified: “1 wish to support the
proposed guidelines very strongly and urge that they be
issued as official NIH policy as soon as possible. ” But
there is some concern among them. Advisory Committee
member Robert Sinsbeimer, Chairman of the Division of
f3iology at Cal Tech, seems to have tried as hard as any-
one to pierce the social and technological mists that hide
the future. His writings show concern about the human
ability to absorb the revolutions that this research will
bring.

FoI’ science and public policy, this issue seems of
transcendent importance — one that will confront both
the public and the biomedical scientists for decadesin ever
shifting forms. FAS urges its members to send pre-
liminary comments on this subject, with a view to FAS
developing the options in a subsequent Public Jnterest
Report. What is the significance of this research, its
danger and promise? And. in the short and medium mn,
what arc the central options which FAS sbmdd analyse
and put before its membership? D

PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
TO BERNARD FELD

At the annual meeting, the FAS National Council pro-
vided its annual public service award to Professor Bernard
Feld of MJT with a citation that began, “In arms control,
all roads lead to Bernard FeId”. Calling Feld the modern
lynchpin of the arms control community, it noted his
singular role in a number of different dimensions of that
community.

The electioneering arm of the arms control community
— Council for a Livable World — had been maintained
after Leo Szilard’s death i“ large part through devoted
efforts by FeId.

The Pugwash movement, desperate for a Secretary
General that all could trust to replace its first and only
Secretary-General, could find no other substitute and ac-
tually reorganized its secretariat to permit Feld to take

—Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
and continue the job.

The educational arm of the arms control community,
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, looked for some
length for an editor-in-chief. It had finally to ask Bernard
Feld to take on this duty as well.

In earlier years, Dr. Feld had played an active role in
the political action arms of the arms control community,
our own Federation of American Scicndsts.

Humorously calling this situation an ‘<effective viola-
tion” of any plausible anti-trust policy, the citation noted
that this overlap in roles sprang from “real necessity”
since no one else had such a supply of trust and confi-
dence of others in this community.

Calling Feld “invariably constmctive, often creative,
and always, above all, dedicated”, the citation summar-
ized his efforts by calling him, in arms control, “the in-
dispensable man. ”

Scientists in Trouble for Rea.som of Co”scie”ce
The Council approved the proposal that FAS cooperate

freely and creatively with Amnesty International in help-
ing political prisoners in any country, who happen to be
scientists, in securing their freedom. Scientists not in
prison but whose capacity to do science has been impaired
as a direct result of human rights activities would be
assisted as well. Special attention would be given to scien-
tists whose political difficulties arose from activities closely
analogous to the activities in which FAS itself engages in
America.

This decision was taken with the view that FAS efforts
in this field would have to grow gradually and experimen-
tally under the supervision of the Executive Committee
and Council.

The FAS Director asked the Council to adopt flexible,
but suggestive, guidelines that would permit him to de-
termine when cases of whistle-blowing should be permit-
ted to consume significant amounts of his time. The
~widelines adopted urged him to consider: (a) the im-
portance of the legal issue; (b) the extent to which the
whistle-blowing was “ot part of a feud, m in the narrow
interests of the whistle-blower; (c) tbe extent to which the
whistle-blower was not already being helped; (d) the ex-
tent to which there was a remedy; and (e) the extent to
which the issue accorded with general FAS positions. n

FAS PUBLIC INTEREST REPORT (202) 546-3300
307 Mass. Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002
March 1976, Vol. 29, No. 3

❑ 1 Wsh t. renew membership for calendm year 1976.

U 1 wish to join FAS md re,ceive the “ew.]el,er as e full member,

Enclosed !8 my check for 1’376 calendar year dues, (0 1 am not
a n.a!.ml 0, social scientist, lawyer, aoctor or enaineer, but
w,sh to become e, “o.-voting associate rnern be,.)

g;::, ❑ $50
S.pporti”g

Qaf/o; ❑:oo c1 $10
Under $10,000

❑ Subscription only: 1 do not wish to become a member but would
like a subscription W,

❑ FAS Public Interest Report — 520 for calendar year

❑ E&ksed,i$ my tax deductible Contribution of — to the

NAME AND TITLE
Please Print

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE
z.

NOMINATIONS FOR APRIL ’76 ELECTIONS
The FAS Nominating Committee has proposed the fol-

lowing candidates for the April election. FOI- Chairman,

Dr. George W. Rathjcns of the MIT Political Scicncc De.

partment and Dr. Frank Van H ippd of the Princeton

Center for Environmental Studies.

Dr. Rathjens is one of the N\ltion’s most experienced

systems analysts of militzl-y, civilian and arms control

issues. Dr. Von Hippel is onc of the foremost American
authorities on the inter-relations between science and

public policy. (The Vice Chairman’s term has mother

year to run and hence no nominations were put forward
for thdt position,)

The Nominating Committee put forward the required
{nine names for the six positions on the Council that will
5C open in J uric: Dr. Lipmm Bcrs, President of the An]er-
iczm Mathematical Society and a highly experienced de-
fender of the rights of foreign scicntist$ Dr. Geoffry

Chew, Chairman of the Berkeley Department of Physics
and former Chairman of a FAS Committee on rights of

scientists; Dr. Myra Karstadt, biochemist and lawyer, spe-

cialist cm environmental law; Mr. Laurence “[. Moss, en-

gineer, former President of the Sierra Club, specialist and
worker on problems of the cnvirommmt and high tech-
nology; D!-. Franklin A. Neva, FAS Sponsor and Chief

of the Laboratory of Parasitic Disease at the National
Institutes of Health; D]-. David Robinson, Vice President

of the Carnegie Foundation, with long experience in the

White House scicncc office; Dr. William Shurcliff, physi-
cist, organizer of the anti-SST grass roots effort and chain.

pion of home solar POWCL Dr. Alvin Weinberg, former

Director of Oak Ridge National Laboratory and specialist

on peaceful nuclear powel-; Dr. Robert Williams, physi-

cist, of the Princeton Center for Environmental Studies

and a leading author of the Ford Energy Study.

FAS members desirous of nominating other candidates

by petition should send the signature of tcn FAS mem.
bcrs for a candidacy for Council Member and twenty for
a candidacy for Chairman. u
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